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SCHAEFFLER INDIA LTD

A world constantly evolving needs an evolutionary technology. SchaeffLer is actively engaged in innovating and shaping
the global pace of change through its “Mobility for Tomorrow” strategy. Its high precision components and systems for
automotive applications, coupled with rolling & plain bearing solutions and asset management services for industrial
applications are propelling a new future of mobility.

ATUL MOTORS

The Company has dedicated itself to grown to be professional Maruti Suzuki Dealership in India. As a family-oriented
company, we run a casual operation where people are free to decorate their workspaces and wear clothes that reflect
their qualified personality. We demand excellence from ourselves and our employees, and we consider ourselves to be
the premier Maruti Suzuki dealership in India. We value each one of our employees, and we hope that everywherehere
finds themselves rewarding and satisfying.

DREAM MOTORS

The Company has dedicated itself to grown to be professional Maruti Suzuki Dealership in India. As a family-oriented
company, we run a casual operation where people are free to decorate their workspaces and wear clothes that reflect
their qualified personality. We demand excellence from ourselves and our employees, and we consider ourselves to be
the premier Maruti Suzuki dealership in India. We value each one of our employees, and we hope that everywhere
here finds themselves rewarding and satisfying.

ECO TECHNOLOGY AND PROJECTS

“Eco Technology & Projects” is an ISO9001:2008 certified company engaged in the business of providing various highquality, innovative products for earthing (grounding) solutions. We Manufacture, Supply and Export a range that
comprises Pipe-Type Advanced Earthing Electrode, Cu-Coated/GI Solid Rod, Ground Conductivity Improving Material
(GCIM), which provides you a complete Maintenance-free Advanced Earthing System.

BKT TYRES

Since its founding in 1987, BKT has successfully focused on specialist segments such as agricultural, construction and
industrial vehicles as well as earthmoving, port and mining, ATV, and gardening applications. As a result, BKT has
developed into a global player in the Off-Highway tire industry with a 6% market share and a sales volume of 850 million
US dollars corresponding to a 30% increase over the last five years.

MUDRA ENGINEERS

MUDRA ENGINEERS, manufacturing of Nylon (PA) moulded Parts for various Automotive, Textile and Industrial
Applications.All parts are manufactured under close and precise controlled parameters. We use standard material
supply by BASF and Dupont. We offer quality products at competitive price and best services to fully satisfy customer’s
requirements.

HI-LEX INDIA

HI-LEX India Private Ltd., a 100% subsidiary company of M/s. HI-LEX Corporation Japan, the pioneer in Control Cables,
Transmission Cables and Window Regulators having global presence. At HI-LEX India Private Ltd., we take pride in
supplying Mechanical Control Cables, Transmission Cables and Window Regulators that offers the industry’s highest
level of accuracy, flexibility, reliability, performance, quality and cost effectiveness.

ATUL AUTO LTD

Sometimes all it takes is a dream. A dream that is fuelled by innovation, a dream that creates change. A dream that turns
possibilities into realities; and realities into defining moments. Defining moments that redefine an Era!

No matter how tough the load or how tough the terrain – ATUL is tougher –ATUL is a Trailblazer!
Our vehicles are amongst the sturdies, most reliable and low cost three wheelers on Global roads. ATUL vehicles are
redefining the three wheeler industry. Over more than 1 million ATUL vehicles ply on Global roads, since the first rolled
out in 1970s.

MUNDRA SOLAR ( ADANI) LTD
Adani Solar- Mundra Solar PV Ltd, is the solar PV manufacturing arm of Adani Group, one of the India's
largest business houses with businesses spanning across Resources, Logistics, Energy, Agri and
ancillary industries.
Adani Solar is the first Indian company to vertically integrate businesses that offer services across the
spectrum of photovoltaics manufacturing
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